2.0m

0.8 - 1.2m

Flexible panoramic detection for harsh environment
The OPTEX WX Shield Series (WXS) provides a very reliable and flexible 180° approach
detection to protect residential and commercial premises. It offers a low and high
mount option as well a dual-technology models which provide extra stability in strong
light environment.

WIRED MODELS

WXS-AM: 12m (40ft), 180°with anti-masking
WXS-DAM: added dual-technology (PIR + Microwave)

BATTERY-OPERATED MODELS

WXS-RAM: wireless 12m(40ft), 180° with anti-masking
WXS-RDAM: added dual-technology (PIR + Microwave)

Integrating the 180° PIR and Microwave
Technologies in the SHIELD CONCEPT DESIGN

Detection sensitivity can be individually set to High, Medium and Low
for the left and right detection areas, using the corresponding switches.

WXS series detects covering objects on lens surface by utilising an
internal active infrared system. Both emitting and receiving level of IR
LED are optimised in real time to adapt to environmental conditions.
This enables stable monitoring of the status of lens surface.

The WXS sensors feature two completely independent 90 degrees
detection areas (left and right) triggering independent alarm outputs,
which can be utilised in PTZ activation for example.

Sunlight disqualification
The trigger level for the antimasking is automatically
adjusted when sunlight is
too strong.
Raindrop and insect resistance
The WXS series is resistant to
raindrops, insect and spiders.

Enhanced Reliability

with combined PIR and microwave technology

The WXS series' integrated PIR and Microwave algorithm
provides the ultimate stability in detection performance.
Ideal for applications where strong sunlight hits the land or
car headlights shine directly into the sensor.
The PIR and microwave detection range,
the sensitivity and alarm output can all be
set independently for the left and right
detection areas. This provides more
flexibility and greater reliability against
nuisance alarms.

In the low mount application, the left and right PIR detection
distance can be easily adjusted between 2.5m (8ft) and 12m
(40ft) by sliding the switch. The Microwave sensitivity can be
set also set- individually
using the DIP switch.

WXS series triggers an alarm
only when the three layers of
detection - the upper and lower
passive infrared sensors and
the microwave sensor, detect
motion.

Other common features for all models

-

-

In a low mount configuration, the WXS
series should be installed between 0.8
and 1.2m (2'7'' and 4') high. The WXS
can also be installed as high mount
sensor, at 2.0m (6’7”)
high, this can be effective in avoiding
vandalism or masking of lens.
In this case, PIR detection distance
is fixed as max 9m (30ft).

All accessible parts are coloured in blue, making installation a
more friendly procedure.
All the components needed for the sensor’s
adjustment and settings are in blue.
Easy to adjust the
detection area

Night mode is selectable if alarm outputs are required only when
ambient light levels are low.
For example, it can be used for lighting control.

You can open/close the
front cover and remove/
insert the main unit without
any screws. It contributes
to reduction of installation
time.
Easy opening

Remove main unit

By rotating the sliding masking
shutter, the size of detection areas
can be changed.

Insert main unit

Auto lock

Automatic walk test
begins when you close
the front cover and ends
after 3 minutes.

Unwanted detection areas
can be masked using the
area masking plates, which
are included.

Picture showing the masking shutter
positioned on "d" for the left detection
area and k for the right area.
The areas a-d and k-n are masked.

When a MKP-01 is set on position h,
detection area h is masked.

A sense of security, designed for you

An optional pole mount plate
is suitable for a metal band
up to 23 mm (1 inch) in width

Wide and bright LED for
recognition from distance

Battery-operated Model

Wireless transmitter
and battery (to be
purchased separately)

Area masking plates
x 10 pcs (MKP-01).
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5 pcs of area masking plates
are already included in WXS
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Tamper and trouble shared output "TR"
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